Planets form in the disks around young stars. Their formation efficiency and composition are intimately linked to the protoplanetary disk locations of "snow lines" of abundant volatiles. We present chemical imaging of the CO snow line in the disk around TW Hya, an analog of the solar nebula, using high spatial and spectral resolution Atacama Large Millimeter/Submillimeter Array (ALMA) observations of N 2 H + , a reactive ion present in large abundance only where CO is frozen out. The N 2 H + emission is distributed in a large ring, with an inner radius that matches CO snow line model predictions. The extracted CO snow line radius of ∼ 30 AU helps to assess models of the formation dynamics of the Solar System, when combined with measurements of the bulk composition of planets and comets.
the snow line (cold-head effect), 3) pile-up of dust just inside of the snow line in pressure traps, and 4) an increased stickiness of icy grains compared to bare ones, which favors dust coagulation (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) . Experiments and theory on these processes have been focused on the H 2 O snow line, but the results should be generally applicable to snow lines of abundant volatiles, with the exception that the "stickiness" of different icy grain mantles varies. The locations of snow lines of the most abundant volatiles -H 2 O, CO 2 , and CO -with respect to the planetforming zone may also regulate the bulk composition of planets (8) . Determining snow line locations is therefore key to probing grain growth, and thus planetesimal and planet formation efficiencies, and elemental and molecular compositions of planetesimals and planets forming in protoplanetary disks, including the solar nebula.
Based on the Solar System composition and disk theory, the H 2 O snow line developed at ∼3 Astronomical Units (AU, where 1 AU is the distance from the Earth to the Sun) from the early Sun during the epoch of chondrite assembly (9) . In other protoplanetary disks the snow line locations are determined by the disk midplane temperature structures, set by a time dependent combination of the luminosity of the central star, the presence of other heating sources, the efficiencies of dust and gas cooling, and the intrinsic condensation temperatures of different volatiles. Because of the low condensation temperature of CO, the CO snow line occurs at radii of 10's of AU around Solar-type stars: this larger size scale makes the CO transition zone the most accessible to direct observations. The CO snow line is also important in its own right, because CO ice is a starting point for a complex, prebiotic chemistry (10) . Also without incorporating an enhanced grain growth efficiency beyond that expected for bare silicate dust, observations of centimeter sized dust grains in disks, including in TW Hya (11) , are difficult to reproduce in the outer disk. Condensation of CO is very efficient below the CO freeze-out temperature, with a sticking efficiency close to unity based on experiments (12) , and a CO condensation-based dust growth mode may thus be key to explaining these observations.
Protoplanetary disks have evolving radial and vertical temperature gradients, with a warmer surface where CO remains in the gaseous state throughout the disk, even as it is frozen in the cold, dense region beyond the midplane snow line (13) . This means that the midplane snow line important for planet formation constitutes a smaller portion of a larger condensation surface. Because the bulk of the CO emission comes from the disk surface layers, this presents a challenge for locating the CO midplane snow line. Its location has been observationally identified toward only one system, the disk around HD 163296, based on (sub-)millimeter interferometric observations of multiple CO rotational transitions and isotopologues at high spatial resolution, interpreted through detailed modeling of the disk dust and gas physical structure (14) . An alternative approach to constrain the CO snow line, suggested in (15) and pursued here, is to image molecular emission from a species that is abundant only where CO is highly depleted from the gas phase.
N 2 H + emission is expected to be a robust tracer of CO depletion because the presence of gas phase CO both slows down N 2 H + formation and speeds up N 2 H + destruction. N 2 H + forms through reactions between N 2 and H + 3 , but most H + 3 will instead transfer a proton to CO as long as the more abundant CO remains in the gas phase. The most important destruction mech-anism for N 2 H + is proton transfer to a CO molecule, whereas in the absence of CO, N 2 H + is destroyed through a much slower dissociative recombination reaction. These simple astrochemical considerations predict a correlation between N 2 H + and CO depletion, or equivalently an anti-correlation between N 2 H + and gas-phase CO. The latter has been observed in many pre-stellar and protostellar environments, confirming the basic theory (16, 17) . In disks N 2 H + should therefore be present at large abundances only inside the vertical and horizontal thermal layers where CO vapor is condensing, i.e., beyond the CO snow line. Molecular line surveys of disks have shown that N 2 H + is only present in disks cold enough to entertain CO freezeout (18) , and marginally resolved observations hint at a N 2 H + emission offset from the stellar position (15) , in agreement with the models of disk chemistry (19) . Detailed imaging of N 2 H + emission in protoplanetary disks at the scales needed to directly reveal CO snow lines with sufficient sensitivity has previously been out of reach.
We used ALMA to obtain images of emission from the 372 GHz dust continuum and the N 2 H + J = 4 − 3 line from the disk around TW Hya (Fig. 1, S1 ) (20) . TW Hya is the closest (54±6 pc) and as such the most intensively-studied pre-main-sequence star with a gas-rich circumstellar disk (21, 22) . Based on previous observations of dust and CO emission, and the recent detection of HD line emission (23) , this 3-10 million year old, 0.8 M ⊙ T Tauri star (spectral type K7) is known to be surrounded by an almost face-on (∼6
• inclination) massive ∼0.04 M ⊙ gas-rich disk. The disk size in millimeter dust is ∼60 AU, with a more extended (> 100 AU) disk in gas and micrometer-sized dust (24) . Both the disk mass and size conforms well with solar nebula estimates -the minimum mass of the solar nebula is 0.01 M ⊙ based on planet masses and compositions (9) -and the disk around TW Hya may thus serve as a template for planet formation in the solar nebula. Our images show that N 2 H + emission is distributed in a ring with an inner diameter of 0.8 to 1.2 arcsec (based on visual inspection), corresponding to a physical inner radius of 21 to 32 AU. By contrast, CO emission is detected down to radial scales ∼2 AU (25) . The clear difference in morphology between the N 2 H + and CO emission can be simply explained by the presence of a CO midplane snow line at the observed inner edge of the N 2 H + emission ring. The different morphologies cannot be explained by a lack of ions in the inner disk based on previous spatially and spectrally resolved observations of another ion, HCO + (22) . These HCO + observations had lower sensitivity and angular resolution than the N 2 H + observations, but they are sufficient to exclude a central hole comparable in size to that seen in N 2 H + . To associate the inner edge radius of the N 2 H + emission with a midplane temperature, and thus a CO freeze-out temperature, requires a model of the disk density and temperature structure. We adopted the model presented in (22) , updated to conform with recent observations of the accretion rate and grain settling (Fig. S2-S4 , Table S1 ) (20) . In the context of this disk structure model, the N 2 H + inner edge location implies that N 2 H + becomes abundant where the midplane temperature drops to 16-20 K. This is in agreement with expectations for the CO freeze-out temperature based on the outcome of the laboratory experiments and desorption modeling by (12) , who found CO condensation/sublimation temperatures of 16-18 K under interstellar conditions, assuming heat-up rates of 1 K per 10 2 to 10 6 years. In outer disk mid-planes, condensation temperatures are expected to at most a few degrees higher because of a weak dependence on density (26) . If CO condenses onto H 2 O ice rather than existing CO ice, the condensation temperature will increase further, but this will only affect the first few monolayers of ice and is not expected to change the location where the majority of CO freezes out. Some CO may also remain in the gas phase below the CO freeze-out temperature in the presence of efficient non-thermal desorption, especially UV photodesorption (27) , but this is expected to be negligible in the disk midplane at 30 AU, because of UV shielding by upper disk layers. UV photodesorption may affect the vertical CO snow surface location, however, and it may thus not be possible to describe the radial and vertical condensation surfaces by a single freeze-out temperature.
To locate the inner edge of the N 2 H + ring more quantitatively, we simulated the N 2 H + emission with a power-law column density distribution and compared with the data. We assumed the disk material orbits the central star in Keplerian motion, and fixed the geometric and kinematic parameters of the disk that affect its observed spatio-kinematic behavior (22) . We used the same, updated density and temperature disk structure model (20) , and assumed that the N 2 H + column density structure could be approximated as a radial power-law with inner and outer edges, while vertically the abundance was taken to be constant between the lower (toward midplane) and upper (toward surface) boundaries. This approach crudely mimics the results of detailed astrochemical modeling of disks, which shows that molecules are predominantly present in well-defined vertical layers (13, 19) , and has been used to constrain molecular abundance structures in a number of previous studies (15, 22) . The inner and outer radii, power-law index, and column density at 100 AU were treated as free parameters. We calculated a grid of synthetic N 2 H + visibility datasets using the RATRAN code (28) to determine the radiative transfer and molecular excitation, and compared with the N 2 H + observations. We obtained the best-fit model by minimizing χ 2 , the weighted difference between the data and the model with the real and imaginary part of the complex visibility measured in the (u, v)-plane sampled by the ALMA observations of N 2 H + . Fig. 2a demonstrates that the inner radius is well constrained to 28-31 AU (3σ). This edge determination was aided by the nearly face-on viewing geometry, because this minimizes the impact of the detailed vertical structure on the disk modeling outcome. Furthermore, the Keplerian kinematics of the gas help to constrain the size scale at a level finer than the spatial resolution implied by the synthesized beam size. As a result, the fitted inner radius is robust to the details of the density and temperature model (20) (Table S2 ). In the context of this model, the best-fit N 2 H + inner radius corresponds to a CO midplane snow line at a temperature of 17 K. Fig. 2b presents the best-fit N 2 H + column density profile together with the best-fit 13 CO profile, assuming a CO freeze-out temperature of 17 K (20) (Fig. S5 , Table S3 ). We fit 13 CO emission (obtained with the Submillimeter Array (20) ) because the main isotopologue CO lines are optically thick. The N 2 H + column density contrast across the CO snow line is at least an order of magnitude (20) . Our quantitative analysis thus confirms the predictions that N 2 H + traces the snow line of the abundant volatile, CO. Furthermore, the agreement between the quantitative analysis and the visual estimate of the N 2 H + inner radius demonstrate that N 2 H + imaging is a powerful tool to determine the CO snow line radii in disks, whose density and temperature structures have not been modeled in detail. N 2 H + imaging with ALMA may therefore be used to provide statistics on how snow line locations depend on parameters of interest for planet formation theory, such as the evolutionary stage of the disks.
The locations of snow lines in solar nebula analogs like TW Hya are also important to understand the formation dynamics of the Solar System. The H 2 O snow line is key to the formation of Jupiter and Saturn (29) , while CH 4 and CO freeze-out enhanced the solid surface density further out in the solar nebula, which may have contributed to the feeding zones of Uranus and Neptune (30) , depending on exactly where these ice giants formed. In the popular Nice model for the dynamics of the young Solar System, Uranus formed at the largest radius of all planets, at ∼ 17 AU (31), and most comets and Kuiper Belt objects formed further out, to ∼ 35 AU. The plausibility of this scenario can be assessed using the bulk compositions of these bodies together with knowledge of the CO snow line location. In particular, Kuiper Belt objects contain CO and the even more volatile N 2 (32, 33) , which implies that they must have formed beyond the CO snow line. Comets exhibit a range of CO abundances, some of which seem to be primordial, which suggest the CO snow line was located in the outer part of their formation region of . This is consistent with the CO snow line radius that we have determined in the TW Hya disk. However, in the context of the Nice model, this CO snow line radius is too large for the ice giants, and suggests that their observed carbon enrichment has a different origin than the accretion of CO ice (30) . A caveat is that H 2 O ice can trap CO, though this process is unlikely to be efficient enough to explain the observations. In either case, the CO snow line locations in solar nebula analogs like TW Hya offers independent constraints on the early history of the Solar System. The atmospheric transmission in the upper (372 GHz) and lower (358 GHz) sidebands is very different due to strong absorption near 370 GHz. Therefore, we reduced the data separately for both sidebands. The continuum visibilities were extracted by averaging the line-free channels in SPW# 0, 1 (upper sideband) and 2,3 (lower sideband), respectively. We carried out self-calibration procedures on the continuum as demonstrated in the TW Hya Science Verification Band 7 CASA Guides, which are available online (https://almascience.nrao.edu/almadata/science-verification/tw-hya). The synthesized beam and RMS for the continuum maps are 0.
′′ 63 × 0. ′′ 60 (P A = 3 • ), 0.61 mJy beam −1 (upper sideband) and 0. ′′ 57 × 0. ′′ 55 (P A = 17 • ), 0.24 mJy beam −1 (lower sideband). The continuum peak flux densities are determined to be 2.0097±0.0062 Jy at 372 GHz and 1.7814± 0.0044 Jy at 358 GHz, which agrees with previous SMA observations and ALMA science verification data (24, 25) . We applied the upper sideband continuum self-calibration correction to the N 2 H + J = 4 − 3 line data and subtracted the continuum emission in the visibility domain.
The resulting synthesized beam for the N 2 H + J = 4 − 3 data cube is 0. ′′ 63 × 0. ′′ 59 (P A = −18
• ), and the 1σ rms is 30 mJy beam −1 in 0.1 km s −1 velocity intervals or 8.1 mJy beam −1 km s −1 , which corresponds to a column density detection limit of 2×10 11 cm −2 at 17 K. Fig. S1 shows the resulting channel maps for N 2 H + J = 4 − 3.
Physical model
The physical model used to interpret the ALMA observations is a steady viscous accretion disk, heated by irradiation from the central star and mechanical energy generated by viscous dissipation near the disk midplane (35) (36) (37) (38) . The disk model is axisymmetric, in vertical hydrostatic equilibrium, and the viscosity follows the α prescription (39) . Energy is transported in the disk by radiation, convection (in regions where the Schwarzschild stability criterion is not satisfied) and a turbulent energy flux. The penetration of the stellar and shock generated radiation is calculated using the two first moments of the radiative transfer equation, taking into account scattering and absorption by dust grains. This model framework has been used to successfully re-produce observed disk structures towards several T Tauri and Herbig Ae stars (11, 14, 22, (40) (41) (42) . Following (14, 43, 44) , the model includes a tapered exponential edge to simulate viscous spreading: Σ ∼ṀΩ k /αT c , with α(R) = α 0 exp(−R/R c ). Using the parameter values listed in Table  S1 , this physical model provides a good fit to the broadband spectral energy distribution (SED) of the disk of TW Hya (Fig. S2) , except for the mid-and far-IR wavelengths, which is complicated by contributions of the inner disk wall, around 3.5-4 AU and optically thin hot dust from the inner hole, according to (45, 46) . The α 0 adopted in this model is also consistent with the upper limit on the turbulent line widths, (< 40 m s −1 ) at ∼1-2 scale heights (47), and an ever lower turbulence is expected in the midplane.
Following (14), given a measured disk mass accretion rate, 2×10 −9 M ⊙ yr −1 (48) , and the viscous α parameter as formulated above, the vertical temperature and density structures are mainly regulated by the degree of grain growth and settling. In the present model, we introduce this effect in a parametric way. The dust is assumed to consist of two populations of grains with different size distribution functions (38) , with a small max = 0.25µm (as in the interstellar medium) and a big max = 1 mm (consistent with the SED slope at mm wavelengths), and different spatial distributions such that the abundance of the large grains increases towards the midplane. The small dust grain to gas mass ratio is parameterized by ζ small , which is lower than the ISM value because a large fraction of the dust mass is contained in larger grains. The amount of dust that is in small dust grains is parameterized by ǫ = ζ small /ζ ISM < 1. The amount of large dust grains (parameterized by ǫ big ) is calculated so that the total dust mass at each radius is conserved, and ǫ is constrained by the slope of the SED in the far-IR and sub-mm wavelength range. The maximum grain size in the model is set to 1 mm, despite observational evidence for the existence of cm-sized grains (11), because we found a power-law size distribution of grains with a maximum size in cm could not fit the mm SED slope. This is probably caused by a radial distribution difference for the mm and cm-sized dust grains due to differential dust migration. The exclusion of cm-sized grains should have no effect on the conclusions of this study since their impact on the midplane temperature structure is minimal.
The surface that separates the regions where the small and large dust grain populations dominate is parameterized by z big (R) in terms of the local gas scale heights, H. Different z big values are expected to result in disk structures with different thermal profiles because of changes in the shape of the irradiation surface, which determines the fraction of stellar emission intercepted and reprocessed by the disk. We vary z big between 2H and 3.5H, which results in the different vertical disk temperature structures seen in Fig. S3 . Around the observed inner edge of the N 2 H + ring, changing z big also changes the midplane temperature by up to 2 K (Fig. S4) . Despite the importance of z big for vertical temperature and density structure, Fig. S2 shows that models with different z big values present small variations in the SEDs, and all models fit the observed SED satisfactorily. This is generally true for SED modeling because of the degeneracy of the dust data with the parameter z big (14) and the nearly face-on disk geometry makes SED modeling especially challenging. The details of the vertical structure in the TW Hya disk are therefore uncertain, and below we analyze the N 2 H + line emission using the full range of z big values to explore its effect on our conclusions.
N 2 H + line modeling
We adopted the molecular abundance model introduced by (14, 22) , and assumed that the N 2 H + emission originates in a vertical layer with a constant abundance between the surface (σ s ) and midplane (σ m ) boundaries which are represented by vertically integrated hydrogen column densities measured from the disk surface in units of 1.59×10 21 cm −2 . We fix the vertical surface boundary σ s to 3.2 and the midplane boundary σ m to 100, which simulates an emission layer close to the midplane, in accordance with model predictions. Fitting these boundaries would require a combination of a well constrained vertical temperature structure and multiple N 2 H + transitions and is thus outside of the scope of this study. To test the importance of the assumed vertical structure on the inferred radial distribution of N 2 H + we simulate N 2 H + visibilities for disk structure models with the range of z big values and disk structures shown in Figs. S2-S4.
We model the radial distribution of N 2 H + as a power law N 100 × (r/100) p with an inner radius R in and outer radius R out , where N 100 is the column density at 100 AU in cm −2 , r is the distance from the star in AU, and p is the power-law index. For each z big structure model, we compute a grid of synthetic N 2 H + J = 4 − 3 visibility datasets over a range of R out , R in , p and N 100 values and compare with the observations. The best-fit model is obtained by minimizing χ 2 , the weighted difference between the data and the model with the real and imaginary part of the complex visibility measured in the (u, v)-plane sampled by the ALMA observations. We use the two-dimensional Monte Carlo model RATRAN (28) to calculate the radiative transfer and molecular excitation. The collisional rate coefficients are taken from the Leiden Atomic and Molecular Database (49) . Table S2 gives the best-fit N 2 H + distribution parameters for each z big model, as well as the corresponding midplane temperature T c at the N 2 H + inner edge. The power law index of the surface density varies between 2.4 and −3.6, and the column density at the inner edge between 4×10 12 and 2×10 15 cm −2 . Given the 1σ detection limit of 2×10 11 cm −2 , the column density contrast at the inner edge of the N 2 H + ring is at least 20 and could be much larger. Across this range of models, the inner radius varies by less than 5 AU, and the midplane temperature at the inner radius varies by less than 1 K. The inner radius is thus well constrained, which implies that the key feature of the N 2 H + distribution needed to constrain the CO snow line is robust with respect to the details of the physical model assumptions. Channel maps for the best-fit model using the fiducial z big = 3H are shown in Fig. S1 together with the observed data and imaged residuals, demonstrating the excellent agreement.
CO distribution
To derive the CO distribution and test the self-consistency of the fiducial best-fit model, we also modeled two CO isotopologues which we observed with the Submillimter Array (SMA) (50) in 2005 February 27 and April 10. The main isotopologue was also observed, but is optically thick and therefore not included in this analysis. The SMA receivers operated in a doublesideband mode with an intermediate frequency (IF) band of 4-6 GHz from the local oscillator frequency, sent over fiber optic transmission lines to 24 overlapping "chunks" of the digital correlator. The correlator was configured to include CO, 13 CO and C 18 O J = 2 − 1 in one setting: the tuning was centered on the CO J = 2 − 1 line at 230.538 GHz in chunk S15, while the 13 CO J = 2 − 1 at 220.399 GHz and C 18 O J = 2 − 1 at 219.560 GHz were simultaneously observed in chunk 12 and 22, respectively (51) . Combinations of two array configuration (compact and extended) were used to obtain projected baselines ranging from 6 to 180 m. The observing loops used J1037-295 as the gain calibrator. The bandpass response was calibrated using observations of 3C279. Flux calibration was done using observations of Titan and Callisto. Routine calibration tasks were performed using the MIR software package (http://www.cfa.harvard.edu/∼cqi/mircook.html), and imaging and deconvolution were accomplished in MIRIAD. The integrated fluxes are reported in Table S3 . Fig. S5 shows the spatially integrated spectra of 13 CO and C 18 O J = 2 − 1 extracted from the SMA channel maps in 8 ′′ square boxes centered on TW Hya. Following (14) , CO is assumed to be present in the disk between a lower boundary set by the CO freeze-out temperature derived from the N 2 H + modeling, and an upper boundary set by photodissociation, though the choice of upper boundary in this case has a very small effect on the modeled emission profiles of 13 CO and C 18 O. The CO abundance structure was optimized using the same procedure as for N 2 H + above. Fig. S5 shows that the best-fit CO abundance distribution fits the CO isotopologue observations well when using the fiducial disk structure and assuming standard isotope ratios and CO freeze-out at the N 2 H + inner edge temperature of 17 K. In contrast the models with much smaller z big cannot reproduce the relative C 18 O and 13 CO fluxes without order of magnitude deviations from the cosmic isotope ratios. More data with better sensitivity and resolution from the emission of CO and its isotopologues and a detailed surface heating model (as suggested by (51) ) are needed to constrain the temperature structure and the z big value in the disk of TW Hya. 
